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Life are consist of uncertainty and certainty. The most functional way for people to deal with life is
to try their best for certainty and to accept uncertainty. However, due to the consistently changing
environment and fast increasing uncertainty, people are more and more unlikely to deal with life
and its uncertainty. This project, Life-is-a-die, will express the personal thought to deal with life and
release worries and fear through a poetic video. In this video, the designed metaphors, poetic story,
sound effects, text, 3d elements, motions, visuals, motion, and textures will play a vital role to help
people understand and learn the whole theme.
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Problem Statement and Solution
Technology is developing in a fast way, which brings the consistently changing environment and
fast increasing uncertainty of human life.(Ryan 2020) As a result of technological development, on
the one hand, people are taking the challenge to deal with the new combination of certainty and
uncertainty in life.(Schaefer 2020) On the other hand, algorithm controls our life.(Illing 2018) It is
easy to see it at work in the world in a way that shapes outcomes all around us. But most of us have
no idea what they are — or how we’re being influenced by them.(Illing 2018) What we know is
only the uncertainty it brings to us, and we are in big worry and fear of this invisible hand. In this
circumstance, it is necessary to help people deal with this increasing uncertainty that the algorithm
brings to life.
Due to the worry and fear of invisible uncertainty, the first trend of the solution is to transform the
invisible into the visible one. Thus, I would build a virtual space where people can live without
algorithms. In this space, most items and behaviors are randomly decided by dice or metaphors of
die, with transparency and intuition. People can enjoy real freedom without anxiety. However, this
is not a workable space, because it does not match the fact of life. Life does not merely consist of
uncertainty. Without certainty, life will go into chaos.(Daniel, 2014) This virtual space would not
succeed in the long term. So, it seems that the successful way to deal with life is to know the real
fact of it. That means the solution would be to help people learn and reflect on life, and then live
clearly and bravely without worry and fear. In this case, an personally expressive video with some
reflective opinions would be the best way to achieve the effect of spreading facts of life in the visual
communication field.

Method and Evaluation
As the most popular communication method, an expressive video can make it easy to help people
learn and understand.(Beautemps and Bresges 2014 ) When it comes to a video, this project will
have two aspects - vision and semantics. Vision is the picture content in a video, which contains the
objects, color, texture, format, and motion. It is supposed to be attractive, accurate, and consistent
for the content. In the exact project, Life-is-a-die, to achieve those visual purposes, 3D rendering,
3D modeling, 3D motion, and text animation are considerably used. Semantics is the
communicative way of the video, which is supposed to be efficient and effective. Thus, poem
stories, sound effects, context editing, and metaphors are used as communicative aspects to develop
understanding and resonance with people.
Rendering is the most important part of the visuals in this video. Specifically, a transparent, gradient,
dreamy, clean, and simple texture is the considered choice to build a relaxing and elegant vibe. In
this vibe, people can comfortably absorb and reflect without anxiety. Besides that, blue is used for
transparency to increase cleanness; red and green are frequently used together to increase contrast;
black and white are used for the background to keep simplicity, and gold is constrainedly used as an
emphasized color to increase elegance. Motion is the second significant part, where a relatively
gentle rhythm is used to give time to tell the story. Meanwhile, some secondary animations are
carefully designed for more attraction and elegance. The motion that appeared in the texture is also
a considerable one to make the smooth and understandable. Modeling also has a vital role in visual
language. Geometric and individual objects are created for the consistent feature of the die. Text
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design is used as a complementary way to help tell the whole story, which is designed not only to
match the speed of storytelling but also to emphasize the educational focus.
Metaphors are the first carefully considered design for semantics to increase intelligibility. For
example, the letter I ( see Figure 1 ) is used as a metaphor for me or my brain when thinking at the
beginning. The repeat use of metaphor can easily connect viewer and the designer, to help build a
better resonance. The poem presented by inner monologue in the video is considered as the
guideline of the whole video. It is used as the clue to navigate the visual and verbal contents. Last
but not least, the sound effect is a complementary consideration for effective expression. The edited
sound would make contribution to the transition, vibe, and intelligibility.
As a combination of vision and semantics, this video would be evaluated through the reflection of
viewers. After viewing, the degree of understanding and consideration of this opinion of life would
be an efficient way to evaluate this video. And in the final thesis exhibition at RIT in the spring of
2022, this video is presented in front of hundreds of visitors, and most of them tend to give an
opinion about the certainty and uncertainty of life.

Figure 1

Summary
Life-is-a-die project is a 3d based motion video. It uses inner monologue to present poetic thoughts
about the certainty and uncertainty of life. This video attempts to take the consideration of vision
and semantics to make the opinion content attractive, accurate, consistent, effective, and efficient.
Viewers can have reflection and knowledge about how to deal with life, and it relatively releases
their fear and worry.
For the visual design field, this video provides an effective example of an educational video
containing metaphors, poems, sound effects, text animation, 3d modeling,3d rendering, 3d motion,
and editing. It can be an exact and meaningful reference to works of not only motion design, but
also 3D design.
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